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i3CAIR

Why air quality should be a priority ? 

1. Health and wellbeing

2. Classroom performance

3. Reduce the Spread of Viruses

How monitoring indoor air quality becomes more relevant

We spend almost 90% of our time indoors and indoor 

air can be almost 100 times more polluted than 

outdoor air. The quality of our air indoors can have 

significant impact on students health and wellbeing.

Indoor air quality not only impacts health and wellbeing, 

but also productivity, energy and focus levels. Take control 

of your indoor air quality 

Temperature, humidity, carbon dioxide levels and 

particulate matter all play a crucial role in the spread of 

viruses. Keep your classroom safe by monitoring these 

parameters in real-time and receive alerts when to take 

action.
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i3CAIR

That’s why we invented i3CAIR, a professional air quality 

sensor. The basic configuration provides you with the  tools 

you need to follow-up on indoor air quality in  an individual 

office space, meeting room or  classroom.  

The i3CAIR Wellbeing Index allows you to have full visibility of 

the temperature, humidity, CO2 levels, and particulate matter, 

and alerts you when you need to take action to improve 

ambient conditions.

More information

Productsheet Whitepaper Video introduction

We cair about your air
i3CAIR

Multi-room support

Cloud application

Notifications

Connect, set and forget

Real-time widget

Visit the product page
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i3CAIR

More information

Productsheet Case study Video introduction

Visit the product page

We’ve upgraded the capability of i3TOUCH displays by adding a set 

of accessories and extending the functionality beyond anything 

currently available on the market. 

The powerful combination of the i3TOUCH interactive display, 

i3CAIR indoor air quality sensor, i3RDM cloud-based dashboard 

and the i3CAMERA Pro 4K camera gives you the most advanced 

solution on the market. Take your lessons and meetings to the next 

level.

Innovation designed with only one thing in mind: you

It’s part of the best digital 
whiteboard in the world. 
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